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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
August 12, 2015 

DR. MIKE MAJMUNDAR SELECTED TO BE ONE OF THE FIRST 

ATLANTA PRACTICES TO OFFER RESTYLANE® LYFT 
Northside Plastic Surgery’s Dr. Mike Majmundar offers only FDA approved filler for cheeks and “smile lines”. 

 

Atlanta, GA, August 12, 2015– Mike Majmundar, MD, of Northside Plastic Surgery, is one of the first plastic 

surgeons in Atlanta to offer FDA approved Restylane® Lyft, formerly marketed as Perlane-L®. Restylane® Lyft 

is the first and only FDA approved filler shown to provide fullness to the cheeks and smooth and correct age-

related midface contour deficiencies (“smile lines”).  Dr. Majmundar has been artistically using Perlane-L® in his 

practice for years and has seen for himself the product’s versatility and success in correcting volume loss while 

treating wrinkles in the face. Restylane® Lyft has over 15 years of proven safety data and approximately 6 million 

studied treatments worldwide, demonstrating it’s a trusted, safe and effective product. It’s specifically designed to 

provide patients with a high quality nonsurgical option that can deliver the natural-looking results they long for.  

Dr. Majmundar is not only an Atlanta “Top Doc” known for his expertise using fillers such as this injectable gel, 

he’s also a recognized national trainer for Galderma, the global healthcare company that markets Restylane® Lyft, 

along with its other four FDA Approved Restylane® family of products, making him a top pick for Atlanta locals 

and visitors alike. 

 

For more information about Dr. Majmundar and his team at Northside Plastic Surgery, or to schedule a free consultation 

with Dr. Mike, please call 770.475.3146 or visit www.northsideplasticsurgery.com  Offices are located in Atlanta and 

Roswell, GA. 

 

If you would like more information about Restylane please visit Dr. Majmundar Restylane Atlanta, contact Northside Plastic Surgeryat 

770.475.3146 or email info@northsideplasticsurgery.com. 
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